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This white paper provides comprehensive information about the NFT Marble (N.M) project, including online gameplay and ecosystem, as well 

as several features of a blockchain-based token economy and non-fungible token NFT.

Notice and Disclaimer::

This white paper is continuously updated by the NFT Marble (N.M) team. The purpose of all content changes is to improve the quality and 

sustainability of the project.

Version: 03. 2022
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This white paper is used only for the purpose of providing general information regarding the Snail Racing project, and the information contained 
in the white paper is current as of the date indicated on the cover. The content of this white paper is being written continuously and may be 

revised after review. We reserve the right to update this white paper at any time. The goals set out in this white paper may not necessarily be 
achieved or completed as intended. Any future plans, goals, etc. outlined in this paper for the Snail Racing project should not be considered as 
absolute facts. Participation in the token sale may entail high speculation, and in this regard there is also a risk of complete loss of principal. 

Prospective buyers should thoroughly review the SNT token sale terms and conditions and carefully consider all risks associated with them. This 
white paper by itself does not guarantee security. In many regions, token sales are subject to scrutiny and regulations are not fully enacted. In 
addition, some organizations consider that the token sale itself may meet the requirements of an investment sale contract. This white paper is 

not considered recommending the purchase of SNT tokens in any way. As regulations related to cryptocurrencies around the world are 
constantly changing, activities that participate in the purchase of SNT tokens may involve significant risks, and prospective purchasers should 

consult with legal and tax experts in advance and carefully. You agree that the Snail Racing project is a project under development, it may entail 
significant changes prior to its official announcement, and you must also acknowledge that it does not guarantee the operating period of the 

Snail Racing game ecosystem; You must be aware that it may cease to exist due to various reasons, such as lack of public interest, lack of 
operating funds, and other force majeure situations that may occur in business. Although Snail Racing may occasionally send e-mails or contact 
individuals in the name of the company, we do not request confidential or personal information of individuals through these notices. In order to 
minimize the possibility of fraud, phishing, and other acts committed maliciously by third parties, you must never respond to unofficial inquiries 

other than the official channels and official documents of Snail Racing for each individual, and any problems arising from the response are 
irrelevant to the Snail Racing and the company.

Snail Racing-related companies, employees, and executives and employees do not make any arbitrary conditions or proposals other than those 
officially announced, and the responsibility for this occurs between the parties, so Snail Racing company is not responsible for it. Snail Racing 
company does not publish or distribute responsible articles, information, content, etc. other than the official channels specified in this white 

paper. Therefore, any information that is configured outside the official channel is irrelevant to Snail Racing  and the company.
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Snail Racing is NFT online racing game with blockchain technology, with the theme 
of snails, that can provide new vitality and healing to the daily life of modern people 
who are tired of being busy and even if a player does not have a connection to the 
game, they also can receive rewards.

Even for just a moment a day, you can feel healing and rewarding through your own 
snail in Snail Racing. The snails that you have raised with all of your heart can join 
the race and win the prize. Create your own NFT snails, trade with other users, and 
gain real economic profits in life

It gives users a new NFT Racing game experience, a new NFT Racing game method, 
and a reward form in order to increase user participation, reflect the value of effort 
and game participation results, and provide high satisfaction to users. 

PROJECT OVERVIEW



SNAIL RACING STORY

We are living a hectic and fierce life. The world demands us to be more busy, and we 
have the fear of being left behind  if we ever stop moving forward. Let's slow down 
and feel the leisurely life once in a while. Take a break , look after yourself and those 
around you. In that sense, we have planned the game Snail Racing, with the theme 
of snails, that can provide new vitality and healing to the daily life of modern people 
who are tired of being busy.
The three valuable resources of our lives  are  time,  money,  and  creativity. Time  
and  money  are  limited,  but  creativity is limitless. Make the most of your creativity 
in snail  racing.
Time  and  money  will  be  filled,  and  healing  is  a  bonus.
There is no dream you cannot achieve. For all the little snails, slow but never give up 
on their dreams!



1. To make it simple for users all over the world to access, play, and enjoy our games. 
Most existing NFT games require users to go through a complex process and procedure in order to play the game for the 
first time. The complicated process and high entry barriers are a big problem of blocking new users coming.

2. To provide equipment for anyone to quickly deal with cryptocurrency without expertise in NFT through simple game 
activities. Our game creates a virtuous cycle in which cryptocurrency owners and players are easily connected to form a 
self-sustaining NFT ecosystem, leading the sustainable and secure token economy by utilizing the concept of blockchain 
technology

3. From the user's perspective, the overall background of the game and the design of each element should be unique and 
appealing, and the diversity of game modes and fair rewards must be accompanied to ensure long-term play. This is one 
of the key factors that keeps players interested and motivated to access and engage with the game on a daily basis.

4. When the game is played, the result must be correctly reflected based on the NFT character or item held by the user's 
level, characteristics, skills, and user control. Data on all rewards provided to players as a result of the game, in 
particular, must be transparently managed and maintained using blockchain technology.

MISSION



A revolutionary history of NFT racing games begins!

We are truly delighted to create a NFT racing game that brings satisfaction and joy to people. We believe that in the busy world nowadays, 

online games have a certain impact on our lives that may be boring sometimes, not to say perhaps it is an essential part of life's happiness. 

We believe that an individual or group with a struggling life may discover the hidden abilities of another society through the user's 

imagination, quick selection and control, and the interaction of human networks and Snail activities in the game.

VISION
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Various NFT snail characters with 5 concepts composed of 20 types

➔ Cool and handsome snail character

➔ Pretty  snail character

➔ Funny and cute  snail  character

➔ Muscular  healthy  snail  character

➔ Scary  snail  character

Create new character by breeding

A completely unpredictable new snail character is 

automatically created when different snails mate 

according to the concept of the snail character and the 

unique data, which is a set value that is divided into 

dominant traits, recessive traits, and design features. 

SNAIL CHARACTER



EYE DESIGN

EYE COLOR

SHELL DECORATION

SHELL COLOR

BODY DECORATION

BODY COLOR

FOOT DECORATION

FOOT COLOR

Snail Design Make It Unique

Make the snail unique very important for Snail Race game.

It will help player “EARN” when trading the RARE SNAIL.

RARE RATING of a snail base on 2 factors:

SNAIL’s DESIGN

SNAIL’s STATs

Create new character by breeding

Snail design will be separate into parts:

EYE, BODY DECORATION, FOOT DECORATION, SHELL.

Each time a new snail born, snail part’s will be random.

This may create the rarest/ unique snail design.

If each part have 20 design & 20 colors / patterns. It allows creating: 20   

snail design.

With the NFT ART painting on the shell snail will be unique design.

CHARACTER DESIGN

6



CHARACTER DESIGN

Snail Stats

➔ Snail’s STATs affect the race result.

➔ Make player more “RPG”

➔ Snail will have 3 basic stats:

➔ Stamina (STA): how long the snail maintenance 

the normal speed.

➔ Speed (SPD): how fast a snail runs.

➔ Fatigue (FAG): how many race a snail can 

participate.

➔ Burning: snail can spend more stamina to increase 

the speed.

➔ Sex: male/ female

➔ Stat will have range from 1 to 200 and total stat 

will be decided by the rarity of the snail.

SPD
STA
FAG

150
120
90 MEDAL



Snail Rare Rating

➔ D Grade: total stat from 1 to 120

➔ C Grade: total stat from 121 to 240

➔ B Grade: total stat from 241 to 360

➔ A Grade: total stat from 361 to 480

➔ S Grade: total stat over 480

Raising Stat

You will earn Medal according to your ranking from 1st to 

8th for  every racing match.

You will use medal to train snail. Each time they spend an 

amount of MEDAL to train snail. Stat will increase/ 

decrease random. Player will decide to keep it or revert it.

CHARACTER DESIGN

Train

Train

RANK A

RANK B

STA

SPD

FAG

172

89

19

STA

SPD

FAG

150

102

50



★ Early Bird: spend stamina until take lead at 
the beginning of the race.

★ Wise Spender: spend stamina to keep good 
position, spend all near finish line.

★ Late Hothead: do not spend stamina in early 
state, spend all near finish line

★ Protection: protect from disadvantage item once
★ Secret Foot: cannot use spend stamina, but keep normal 

speed when STA runs out.
★ Hard Worker I – II – III: earning more medal 5% - 7% - 

9% 

Starting Skill Design Others Skill Design

Stat Skill Design Skill Equip

★ Six Packs I – II - III: add 10 – 20 – 30 points to STA
★ Oil Foot I – II - III: add 10 – 20 – 30 points to SPD
★ Energy I – II – III: add 10 – 20 – 30 points to FAG
★ Nitrogen I – II – III: add more 10% - 20% - 30% to 

speed when spend stamina
★ Protection: protect from disadvantage item once
★ Secret Foot: cannot use spend stamina, but keep 

normal speed when STA runs out.

★ Each snail will have their own skill set
★ Number of skill can be equipped will be increase when 

snail Grade Up to D / B / S (maximum 3 skill).
★ Skill of each snail will be random and can be re-random 

when use the Skill Reset Item

CHARACTER SKILLS



GAMEPLAY
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Level Up Your Snail

Each race player will earn an amount of “Medal” base on their 
final position. Player will use the Medal to level up their Snail. 
Snail will have 20 level each grade. Every time the snail reach 
level 20 of a grade. The player can use the “Grade Up” item to 

upgrade the snail.

Level up your snail

SNAIL LEVELING

Snail Level

Each snail will have their own level, the snail level will 
determine how many breeding chance/ combine chance 

left. Snail level will help the player upgrading their snail 
Grade. After player upgrading their snail Grade. Snail’s stat 
will be increased which will maximize the snail potential. 
Every snail (gacha/ breeding) will start with D Grade, and 

its rating can be upgraded by leveling and “Grade Up” 
feature.

Rate up your snail



Snail Body

➔ Various snail body base:

➔ Muscle

➔ Slim

➔ Fat

➔ Various snail skin (skin color/ pattern / hat / body 

panting / Tattoo / v.v)

➔ Sci-fi

➔ Robot (mechanic)

➔ Native American

➔ Japan

…

Snail Eyes

Various snail eye: there are no limit snail eye

Laser eye

One patch eye (pirate)

Funny eye

Angry eye

Sleepy eye

…

SNAIL CONCEPT



Buy And Rent Snails

When entering the game for the first time, the player does not have a snail.

To participate in the game, the player must buy or rent a snail character from another user in the NFT market.

Snail token is absolutely required for purchase activities in the market. If you rent a snail, the minimum cost is about 50,000 won

Users who feel pressure with the cost of entering the game for the first time can start by purchasing a Snail Token [1,000 won 

voucher] to rent a character.

HOW TO JOIN

Use Of NFT Market

You must purchase Snail tokens to use the market.

High skills, Rare snail characters or houses can be converted into cards as NFT items and sold in the market.

You can directly purchase other player’s characters or house items in the market, or you can sell your own items.



Earning, Nurturing Snail And Maintenance House Condition

One of Snail house's basic gameplay is to nurture snails, purchasing, repair house to keep the 
snail in good condition. It will help player gain more game rewards and benefits.
Feeding good food in a good house and nurturing the snail into good shape is the most 
important part of this game. A good snail can win a prize for good performance in every match.

Snail Racing & Relaxing

8 snails will competition in a race to win the 1st prize.
For the early stage there are 3 initial racecourses and will be updated in near future. The 
initial race course's environment will be design with beautiful nature environment.
Lyrical pastel-toned nature unfolds and background music with beautiful melodies is 
automatically played so that users can relax and obtain peaceful and healing visual while 
watching the game.

Breeding & Trading Snail

Basically, you can raise one snail and let them join the race, but if there is only one 
snail, their stamina could be dropped after every race to some extent that they can 
not play any more game. It is more beneficial for users to raise and grow several 
snails at the same time, and to frequently participate in racing by changing the snails 
that participate in automatic battles or real-time battle games.
You can also breed, training a good snail and sell it on the market to earn SNAIL 
token

CORE GAME LOOP



SNAIL HOUSE COMBINE SNAIL

SNAIL BREEDING BABY SNAIL

Each snail will be raised separately in their own snail house.
The snail status is displayed in both hunger and skill condition, players 

should always check it.
Depending on the house condition, the snail's condition is adjusted, be 

better or be worse. As time go by, the house condition is getting 
worse, so you should repair and replace it regularly.

Use the “Repair Kit" item and the "House Upgrade" item to maintain 
the best condition of the house and feed the snail's favorite food is the 

great way to improve snail condition and skill.

BREADING

Condition to breed snails:
SNAIL must have 24 hours ages.

Player must buy a “L POTION” to breed the snail.

Breeding spot must empty (user can expand the breeding spot).

After the mating complete, an egg will appear in the breeding spot.

After 3 hours the egg will be hatched the player will have a baby snail.

Snail design will be randomized.
Snail start with Grade D and total stat cannot be over 120

There is a chance that the baby snail have a similar design as their 
parents.

The stat of the snail will be random.
Baby snail will have 24 hours to grow-up.

Player can use the “STAT RANDOMIZE” items to Re-random the stat 
while the snail in baby stage. Snail design cannot be change.

After grow-up snail can be sell on the market.

When player have many snails. They can combine 2 snails into one.
New snail after combine will have random design and stat of 2 the 2 snail.



NURTURING

➔ Users must feed and nurture their snails so that they do not starve to death (FAG depleted). If the FAG is low, the 
snail stat will drop, bring bad effects on all matches. Feeding only basic food does not improve the snail's condition. 
To make the snail regain full potential you must feed the snail by Premium Food or boost snail’s stat by Luxury Food.

➔ Each type of Luxury Food has a special effect that affects the snail’s stats. When you give snails their favorite Luxury 
Food, depending on the food type, the snail's condition will improve accordingly, and its stats will also improve too.

➔ It is convenient to manage if you purchase and use the "Automatic meal NFT" item that automatically feeds snail. 
When you already have collected in advance food items that increase the snail's speed, stamina, endurance, and 
defense, "Automatic meal NFT" item will automatically feed the snail.

➔ Using an NFT card makes it much easier to manage skill upgrades.



HOW TO JOIN THE RACE

HOW TO JOIN RACE

➔ Chose race
➔ To balance the stat between snails, each race 

will have rating (from D to S)
➔ Snail only join the race with same rating.
➔ There’s a list of tournament for player to chose
➔ Choose Snail
➔ Player will pick up a snail to join the race.
➔ Snail must have enough FAG to join the race

RACE PREPARING

➔ Before the race start, player will decide the strategy
➔ Early: stay-up front, break out of end > snail will burn 

STA at the beginning & end of the race
➔ Front: take lead & keep it > snail will burn STA to get 

the 1st position.
➔ Close: burning STA near the finish line.
➔ Stalk: burning STA at the “half pass” of the race.
➔ Each race will be race around 4 – 5 minutes
➔ Sit back and relax.
➔ Watch the snail race automatically with the chosen 

strategy.
➔ Watch your snail overcome the obstacles.
➔ View the course animations & interact with the 

environment.
➔ Listen to the mediation music.

0

JOIN RACE



The player needs to spend SNT to buy a 
ticket to join this race. Winner will 

receive an amount of SNT
Race configuration:

Ticket price: 1 – 2 – 5 – 10 (SNT)
Total participation: 8

Prize:

 
50% total ticket price + [3~5] Medal

30% total ticket price + [2~4] Medal

15% total ticket price + [1~3] Medal
(5% operation fee)

The rest will receive 1 Medal as 
participation gift

CHALLENGE RACE

In this mode player only need to select a 

Snail to join the race.

Winner will receive an amount of Medal

Race configuration:

Prize:

[3~5] Medal

[2~4] Medal

[1~3] Medal

The rest will receive 1 Medal as 

participation gift

RELAX RACE

RACETYPE

In this mode player only need to choose 

a Snail to join the race.

Winner will receive an amount of SNT

The prize will be determined by the 

sponsor

The rest will receive 1 Medal as 

participation gift

SPONSOR RACE



Competition And Awards Of Auto Summon Snail Racing
Game will run a summon snail racing once a day. In this automatic match, AI automatically 

analyzes the skills and conditions of all users' snails, selects 1st to 8th places, and gives 

them prizes.

Fundraising and utilization of operators

The operator uses 70% of the following operating profits as compensation resources:

1.Advertiser's Fee

2.User-to-user NFT transaction fee

3.Transaction Fees in NFT Markets

4.Snail House Official NFT Item Sale

5.Snail House Official NFT Avatar Sale

Auto Race Mode With No Connection Required
The best advantage of snail racing is that users can participate in the game 24 

hours a day without logging in.

Even if users do not directly access, participate in the game, and ignore their 

snails, other users can summon your snails to the game and play.

When your snails are in auto race ignoring mode and are called for race, they 

can get 1st place, but also last place.

If you nurture their snails well and own good snails, even if you do not log in, 

when your snails are automatically to others' races, they will continuously 

participate in the competition to maintain a high win rate and obtain huge 

prize money.

If users do not participate in the game and their snails are summoned by other 

users to play the game and win 1st place, the prize money and spot are paid in 

half.

Through the 24 hours of auto race ignoring mode, the overall rankings from 

1st to 8th and top 100 are determined for each country, and global.

Users use ignoring mode is a system in which the snails raised by users 

automatically participate in the 24-hour race mode. Different from other auto 

battle game, the prize money is operated a small prize as 10 million won to 

big prize, which is more than 100 million won.

Game Participation Principles
Users must directly participate in the racing game at least 3 times a day. If this is not followed, 

the skills and condition of your snails will be lowered by that much.

RACE MODE



RACE CONCEPT

FOREST JUNGLE

OCEAN AND MORE



Racing Competitions Hosted By 

Advertising Sponsors

There will be race competitions held by advertising sponsors
In a racing competition hosted by an advertiser, the advertiser's 
snails can be dressed in an advertiser's promotional uniform and 
additional advertising fees can be obtained with the application 

of sponsors who want advertising.
In the racing competitions hosted by advertisers, sponsors can 

wear their promotional uniforms to the racing snails. Users may 
also receive additional advertising fees.

Each race lasts for 5 minutes and game data is managed and 
operated with blockchain technology.

SPONSOR



MARKET & ECONOMY
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EARNING MODEL

SNAIL RACING ECONOMY



L potion
Use in the breeding 

spot. Allow 2 snails 

to breed

Repair kit
Repair the snail house 

to 100% durability

House Upgrade
Expand the Snail 

House space

Snail Renew
Reset the snail’s stat

Leaves (Basic/ 
Premium/ Luxury)

Variety types of snail's 

food, it regains amount of 

snail's FAG. Luxury Leaves 

temporary boost snail stat. 

It can't be used if the 

snail FAG is depletion

Automatically feed 

the snail (online/ 

offline)

CabbageAutomatic Ticket
Immediately recovery 

the snail FAG when 

it’s depleted

Resurrection
Automatically participate 

in the race and obtain 

rewards for 24 hours 

regardless of the user's 

connection



● You can sell your unique snail design by put it on the market to earn SNAIL token.

● There are 3 factors that help your snail more valuable than others snail:

● Rare snail character design: some parts of the snail will be harder to have while 

breeding.

● NFT Art painting on the shell: you can choose to paint the art on the snail shell. It 

allows you to create your “signature” snail and sell to others players.

● Snail stat: snail stat will help you win the race.

● What will be more excited than your “signature” snail win the race.

TRADING SNAIL



NFT INTEGRATION
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Snail Stat
Snail Skill

Snail Design

SNAIL DATA

Game Server

SNAIL ID

Mint Snail ID to 
user’s wallet

MINT

USER WALLET

Snail ID Chain

SNAIL ID

Get Snail ID

Read Snail 
data in game

SERVER

Snail ID Chain

Transfer Snail 
ID Chain

TRANSFER

USER A WALLET USER B WALLET

Snail ID Chain



Every time a user creates a new snail there are 2 cases as follows:

ON WEBSITE

When a user creates a new snail on web platform, the 

game will create snail data / snail ID on game server. 

The snail ID will be minted on the user’s wallet 

(wallet connect is required).
When the user creates a new snail on mobile 

platform. Game will create snail data/ snail ID 

on game server. But this snail will not be minted 

yet. User need to access to the web platform to 

mint the snail to their wallet.

When mint user must pay their gas

ON MOBILE PLATFORM (ANDROID/ IOS)

SNAIL INTEGRATION WITH BLOCKCHAIN



In Snail Racing, you can play in a variety of ways to earn rewards or earn money through 
peer-to-peer (P2P) NFT trading.

Play-to-Earn in Snail Racing 
If you want to earn money 
through the game, you can 
pre-purchase Snail or use 

Snail with good stats to join 
the Race. Depending on the 
play result, you can obtain 

SNT tokens & Medal as 
sufficient rewards. You can 

also sell SNT tokens & Medal 
to the market in P2P way or 

use it to acquire more 
premium NFTS.

Create a new Snail and 
make it unique. In the 

racing competitions hosted 
by advertisers, sponsors 

can wear their promotional 
uniforms to the racing 
snails. Users may also 

receive additional 
advertising fees.

If you use one of your NFTs 
with outstanding abilities and 

skills, you can level up your 
Snail faster and earn more 

rewards. As a player, focus on 
optimizing all your characters 

and honing your skills and 
abilities to become the heart 

of the game ecosystem. A 
process like this can give 

players more rewards and 
opportunities to generate 

revenue.

PLAY TO EARN





Allocation Percent Tokens Price
Full lock 
(Months)

Vesting Period 
(Months)

TGE Unlock 
Rate

Remaining Monthly 
Unlock Rate

Method

Strategic Partner 3% 30,000,000 6 12 0.00% 8.33% Cliff 6mths. Linear 8.33% over 12 months

Seed Sale 5% 50,000,000 0.01 3 18 5.00% 5.28% Cliff 3mths. Linear 5.28% over 18 months

Private Sale 5% 50,000,000 0.12 3 12 8.00% 7.67% TGE 8%. Cliff 3mths. Linear 7.67% over 12 months

IDO 3% 30,000,000 0.02 0 4 10.00% 22.50% TGE 10%. Linear 22.5% over 4 months

Team 15% 150,000,000 12 24 0.00% 4.17% Cliff 12mths. Linear 4.17% over 24 months

Advisory 3% 30,000,000 12 12 5.00% 7.92%
TGE 5%. Cliff 12mths. Linear 7.92% over 12 

months

Marketing 11% 110,000,000 0 48 0.00% 2.08% Monthly 2.08% over 48 months

Staking 5% 50,000,000 0 12 0.00% 8.33% Linear 8.33% over 12 months

Play to earn 30% 300,000,000 0 60 0.00% 1.67% Monthly 1.67% over 60 months

Reserve 10% 100,000,000 0 60 0.00% 1.67% Monthly 1.67% over 60 months

Liquidity 10% 100,000,000 0 4 19.00% 20.25% TGE 19%. Monthly 20.25% over 4 months

Total 100% 1,000,000,000



SNT Token: Binance Smart Chain BEP20 Technical Description
Binance Smart Chain is a new full-featured blockchain that can be used to build high-performance decentralized 

applications. 
Users can benefit from fast processing speed and low transaction fees because it is built for cross-chain compatibility with 

Binance Chain. 
Unlike Binance Chain, Binance Smart Chain boasts smart contract functions and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual 

Machine (EVM), while the smart contract maintains high throughput.

How it Works
Binance Smart Chain achieves a block time of 3 seconds using a proof-of-stake consensus algorithm. It employs Proof of 

Staked Authority (PoSA), in which participants can stake their BNB to become validators. When they present a valid block, 
they are given a transaction fee as part of the transaction.

Cross-chain compatible
Regarding Binance Smart Chain, a  dual-chain structure is used, and users can freely transfer assets between the 

blockchains. This allows users to build a powerful decentralized app on Binance Smart Chain while also taking advantage of 
Binance Chain's fast trading features. This interoperability enables users to interact with a diverse set of ecosystems and use 

cases. Binance Chain's BEP-2 and BEP-8 tokens can be exchanged for the new standard BEP-20 tokens introduced in the 
Binance Smart Chain.

BLOCKCHAIN



Racing Snail release
Sponsor racing hosting

Snail Housekeeping Feature
Game item release

Phase 1: SNAIL BREEDING/ TRADING

PHASE 2: RACING

Phase 3: SNAIL IMPROVING

Skill reset feature
Stat reset feature
Merging feature

Snail Racing Breeding Feature
Snail Racing Marketplace

Racing Prototype
Breeding Snail: Buy snail, Buy 

LPotion, Breeding
Upgrading Snail: Buy Medal, 

Leveling snail
Trading Snail: Mint Snail

Trade on market

MILESTONE DETAILS



★ Idea conceptualization
★ Talent acquisition
★ Marketing Strategy
★ Website development
★ Smart contracts 

development
★ Audit Smart contracts
★ Gameplay, character 

development
★ Whitepaper

Q1-2022
★ Trailer release
★ Airdrop round 1 event
★ Partnership
★ Seed sale
★ Private sale
★ MVP Release
★ Gamification integration and 

testing
★ Beta release
★ Public presale
★ Public listing exchange
★ Token distribution
★ Airdrop round 2 event

Q2-2022

★ Game official launch
★ Marketplace Open
★ NFT Generation
★ LP Staking
★ Partner Staking
★ Marketplace Lending
★ Community Event
★ Bug and error fixing
★ Update new character, 

skill, item…

Q3-2022

★ Introduce Snail Racing 
Metaverse

★ Listing more exchange
★ Community Event
★ Marketing
★ Mobile Version
★ Multiple language supports
★ DeFi Dapp integration

Q4-2022





https://snailracing.app/

https://snailracing.medium.com/

https://twitter.com/nft_SnailRacing

https://www.facebook.com/snailracing.nft

https://www.instagram.com/nftsnailracing/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCb8eeJsyDb54-kYbJTAE0ZQ

https://discord.gg/F6BpZ24BB7

https://t.me/SnailRacing

GET IN TOUCH

https://snailracing.app/
https://snailracing.medium.com/
https://twitter.com/nft_SnailRacing
https://www.facebook.com/snailracing.nft
https://www.instagram.com/nftsnailracing/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCb8eeJsyDb54-kYbJTAE0ZQ
https://discord.gg/F6BpZ24BB7
https://t.me/SnailRacing


https://discord.gg/F6BpZ24BB7 https://t.me/SnailRacing

The desire to make the NFT game more accessible, as well as the ambition to 
build a game by players for players, inspired the Snail Racing project. The 

Snail Racing team is committed to providing new vitality and healing to the 
daily lives of modern people who are tired of being busy, even if a player 
doesn’t have a connection to the game. We invite you to join us on this 

exciting journey with Snail Racing!

CONCLUSION


